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About Us

about us

ammar?
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who we are.

our mission.

Ammar Company represents trust. The
Company’s staff consists of engineers,
designers, and specialists in manufacturing
sector who are working to present the best
for you. We are serving nutritional, medical,
and chemical domains. Machines in Ammar
company are developed to reach the highest
level according to international standards.

To offer the best tools that can help our clients
succeed at branding their products, especially
chocolate in the most elegant way. We also provide
them with the needed creative sustainable solutions
that they can rely on, such as CNC and 3D printing.
We are committed to providing the best quality
services to maintain our clients’ satisfaction and
adapt to their changing needs to meet the variable
criteria of a evolutionary international market.

our values.

our vision.

Excellence, commitment, and continuous
development within the team spirit are some
of our core values that we are proud of.

To become one of the international leading
companies in the manufacturing of chocolate
wrapping machinery and to maintain the company’s
commitment to quality, growth, sustainability, and
the development of us and our clients alike.

industry

chemical & Food
industries we serve
We provide services to the Chocolate production
industry and the Chemicals industry.

industry

chocolate

why choose us ?
By choosing our company, Ammar Machinery, a half-century of ancestral and parental experience, will be brought to
you by a professional team of engineers and experts who will offer you the most up-to-date technology in the world.
The satisfaction of our clients has always been our top priority ,and that’s why we keep following up with the client
through all stages; introduction and explanation, sales, installation, and after-sale services. Our competent team shall
make sure that your expectation is successfully met.

AMMaR In Numbers.

+427

manufactured machines
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+45

years of experience

+20

product models

+25

countries we export to

We are qualified
After a long journey of work, experience ,and continuous learning from the challenges we have faced since our
start in addition to the application of international quality and safety standards, our company has reached a level
of proficiency that we are proud of. We always aim for the best and will never stop seeking for higher aspirations
to be able to compete and succeed in the international market with a nonstop journey on the path of development.
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our team
Ammar Machinery Company would not have been successful for 20 successive years without
an amazing team of experts, engineers, and other dedicated staff members. They have received
frequent professional training throughout the year to provide the best services possible.
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Company history

Time line
Ammar, a Syrian company founded
in 2000 by Ammar Ammar, after
gaining vast experience from
ancestors since 1975.

The first prototype of the chocolate
wrapping machine was created, and
since the time, Ammar company has
developed this machine and other
efficient machines..

Now, the company is adopting advanced
techs like 3d-printing and 4-axis CNC,
and since 2019 we have established our
electronics workshop, where we make
and develop electronic devices for our
machines such as sensors.

Humble beginning

First prototype

new technologies

1975

2000

2005

2012

2020

New Start

Moved to Lebanon

Initially, the company has started
developing wrapping and
Labeling machines.

The company moved to lebanon and
developed the wrapping machine to use only
one shaft for all mechanical movements.
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Our
Products

The o n ly
Chocolate Wrapping Machine
in the World:
4 minutes mold replace without tools.
The Smallest Pieces Wrapping.
O n e D r i v i n g S h a f t Te c h n o l o g y .

w-ch200

chocolate wrapping Machine
14

What is it ?
W-CH200 chocolate wrapping machine is ready to wrap
135 chocolate pieces per minute.
W-CH200 provides the ability to lengthen, shorten, and
center the wrapping paper film.
It can save up to 12 different paper sizes which grant
easy calibration.
W-CH200 includes 3 optional molds which are
comfortable and super-fast to replace it in only 6
minutes without the need for an expert to do it for you.
Besides, the machine contains a digital counter that can
count the wrapped chocolate pieces ,which can ease the
production process.

Mechanical Principle:
All Mechanical linkages in W-CH200 are driven by a
single shaft ,which leads to mitigation in sound, flexibility
in work ,and increase in speed. W-CH200 is the only
wrapping machine in the world that is driven by a single
shaft.

Specifications of W-CH200.
speed

135 p/min

weight

650 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

3 kw

Machine dimensions

W 150 l150 H150 cm

Pneumatic supply

No Need

PRODUCT SAMPLE.

2 - 25 MM

18 - 85 MM
15 - 45 MM
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Accessories
W-CH200 can be supplied by different devices on demand to improve the process of production and to adopt
different wrapping types. Using accessory devices, W-CH200 can wrap round products or the product that need to
be sealed (Metalized, Cellophane foil ......etc).

Available Accessories:
•
•
•

Outer Paper device
Welding device for Cellophane
Photocell for printed paper

Round Peices
Device
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•
•
•

Feeder for Labeling machine
Format for different sizes and models
Round Chocolate Device

Welding Device

Format Change:
It is easy to replace W-CH200’s parts especially molds.
Changing molds process takes less than five minutes
using one key, and no
need for any mechanical calibration.

w-ch200 History
Time line
18

In 2005, the first wrapping machine prototype had been created
by Ammar Company due to the
wide experience acquired from developing the European machinery.

2005

In 2010, the machine was developed to be faster, smoother, and
smaller; And we have started
exporting machines to the middle
east countries.

2010

In 2014, the idea of one driving shaft was applied to the
W-CH200, and it became faster,
more secure, and easier to use.

2014

In 2017, we received international certificates such as ISO, CE,
and UL. And since that time, the
company has exported machines
to Europe and the American continents.

2017

Now the Format change is faster
without using any tools, and we
were able to wrap the smallest
chocolate piece in the world by
our wrapping machine.

2020
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w-ch200M

Mini chocolate wrapping Machine
20

what is it ?
W-CH200M chocolate wrapping machine is ready to
wrap any chocolate piece no matter how small it is.
It can wrap 80/chocolate pieces per minute, which their
dimensions start from (L*W*H = 18*10*3) mm.
It provides the ability to change the wrapping paper size,
and it can save up to 12 different paper sizes, which
grant easy calibration. W-CH200M includes 3 optional
molds which are comfortable and super-fast to replace it
in only 6 minutes without the need for an expert to do it
for you. Besides, the machine contains a digital counter
that can count the wrapped chocolate pieces ,which can
ease the production process.

Specifications of W-CH200M.
speed

80 p/min

weight

650 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

2 kw

Machine dimensions

W 115 L115 H150 cm

Pneumatic supply

No Need

PRODUCT SAMPLE.

2 - 16 MM

15 - 45 MM
12 - 30 MM
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w-ch200b

band chocolate wrapping Machine
22

what is it ?

Specifications of W-CH200b.

W-CH200B chocolate banding and wrapping machine is
ready to wrap and glue the band around 135 chocolate
pieces per minute.
W-CH200B includes 3 optional molds which are
comfortable and super-fast to replace it in only 6 minutes
without the need for an expert to do it for you. Besides,
the machine contains a digital counter that can count the
wrapped chocolate pieces ,which can ease the production
process.

Speed

135 p/min

Weight

850 kg

Electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

Consumption

3 kw

Machine dimensions

W150 L 200 H 200 cm

Pneumatic supply

No Need

PRODUCT SAMPLE.
3 - 22 MM

15 - 45 MM

18 - 85 MM
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w-ch200bs

Sheet band chocolate wrapping Machine
24

what is it ?

Specifications of W-CH200bs.

If you feel tired of paying a huge amount of money
for chocolate wrapping paper rolls and you have
plenty of wrapping paper designs you want to wrap
your chocolates with, we advise you to take a look at
W-CH200BS sheet wrapping and banding machine that
Ammar machinery developed lately.
W-CH200BS sheet wrapping and banding machine can
save your money by wrapping chocolates with sheet
papers the you can print it on your small desktop printer.
A code printer can be installed into W-CH200BS to print
validity date on chocolate pieces.

speed

135 p/min

weight

950 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

3 kw

Machine dimensions

W150 L 200 H 200 cm

Pneumatic supply

5 - 7 Bars

PRODUCT SAMPLE.
3 - 22 MM

15 - 45 MM

18 - 85 MM
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w-ch200bsb

bar Sheet band chocolate wrapping Machine
26

what is it ?
W-CH200BSB is a new machine developed by
Ammar machinery, made with one goal in mind:
to wrap large pieces of chocolate. It was built to
be efficient at what it does in order to make the
process of chocolate wrapping faster.

features:
•• Quick mold replacement.
•• Works with only one axis.
•• Easy to clean and maintain.

Specifications of W-CH200bsb.
speed

60 p/min

weight

1250 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

5 kw

Machine dimensions

W180 L 200 H 260 cm

Pneumatic supply

5 - 7 Bars

PRODUCT SAMPLE.
8 - 25 MM

80 - 160 mm

40 - 100 MM
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CT-P120

Chocolate Paper cutter
28

Specifications of ct-p120.

what is it ?

speed

120 p/min

weight

75 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

0.9 kw

Machine dimensions

W 50 L 70 H 105 cm

Roll dimensions

Width
2 - 20 cm
slice length
2 - 50 cm
Internal diameter 7.6 cm

Pneumatic supply

No Need

Ammar machinery developed CT-P120 paper cutter
machine.
Like no other paper cutters, this paper cutter can cut
any type of wrapping paper like aluminum, metalize,
cellophane, and padded paper at speed reaches
120 sheet per minute with the ability to elongating,
shortening, and centering the wrapping paper film.
Moreover, CT-P120 can count paper sheets which
makes the manual chocolate wrapping process faster
and easier.

PRODUCT SAMPLE.
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SC-L30

chocolate Paper Slicer
30

what is it ?
Professional, user-friendly and precise slicing for big
rolls. Using the customized ruller, cutting the paper
into small rolles will be easy and fast.

Specifications of sc-l30.
speed

30 M /min

weight

75 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

0.9 kw

Machine dimensions

W 120 L 120 H 150 cm

Roll dimensions

Max Roll Length 80 cm
Max roll Diameter 35 cm
Internal diameter 7.6 cm

Pneumatic supply

No Need
31

SE-L30

Paper Rolls Editor
32

Specifications of SE-L30

what is it ?
This machine is designed to repair the paper rolls
to suit the required dimensions of the wrapping
machine.
The machine is easy to use and of practical size
that allows it to be placed anywhere. It is also
suitable for low electric consumption. They slice
about 30 meters per minute, providing speed in
correcting the measurements of the small paper
rolls.

speed

30 M / Min

weight

20 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

0.5 kw

Machine dimensions

W 50 L 60 H 70 cm

Roll dimensions

Max Width
15 cm
Max Diameter
30 cm
Internal diameter 7.6 cm

Pneumatic supply

No Need
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LM-F240

face labeling machine
34

what is it ?
LM-F240 is a lightweight and high production speed
labelling machine developed in Ammar machinery
industries, it can label up to 240P/min. Its body
is made up of chrome metal and can label different
products like chocolates, boxes, jars and many other
products.
LM-F240 can be linked to wrapping machines by a
feeder which increase production speed.
The machine can be made according to your need to
fit the product’s size you want so the speed, weight
and dimensions can vary from one machine to another
according to your needs.

Specifications of lm-f240.
speed

240 p/min

weight

95 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

1.5 kw

Machine dimensions

w 70 l140 h170 cm

Pneumatic supply

No Need

PRODUCT SAMPLE.
3 - 60 MM

15 - 250 MM
12 - 120 MM
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LM-b240

Bottom labeling machine
36

what is it ?
LM-B240 is developed to label special shape
chocolate products which cannot be labeled at any
side except the bottom side. This machine is built
to label round, Roche and oval shape chocolate
products.

Specifications of lm-b240.
speed

240 p/min

weight

95 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

1.5 kw

Machine dimensions

w 70 l 230 h 115 cm

Pneumatic supply

No Need

PRODUCT SAMPLE.

3 - 60 MM

12 - 120 MM

15 - 250 MM
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LM-b80

Band labeling machine
38

what is it ?
LM-B80 band labeling machine uses special
technology developed by Ammar machinery and
the pneumatic system to label chocolate pieces. It
surrounds the chocolate pieces with a band in a
high-speed reaches 80P per minute.

Specifications of lm-b80.
speed

80 p/min

weight

120 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

1.7 kw

Machine dimensions

w 70 l 250 h 150 cm

Pneumatic supply

5 - 7 Bars

PRODUCT SAMPLE.

3 - 22 MM

15 - 45 MM

18 - 85 MM
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LP-R60

Labels Code Printer
40

what is it ?
The LP-R60 stickers printer provides the ability to add
the expiration date on labels (labels - stickers) and print
custom codes, which facilitates the production process
and saves the costs of printing large quantities of labels.

Specifications of lp-r60.
speed

60 Print/min

weight

60 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

0.5 kw

Machine dimensions

W 50 L 50 H 80 cm

Pneumatic supply

No Need

Roll dimensions

Max Width
10 cm
Max Diameter
30 cm
Internal diameter 7.6 cm

PRODUCT SAMPLE.
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LM-r160

circular labeling machine
42

Specifications of lm-r160.

what is it ?

speed

160 p/min

weight

120 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

1. 9 kw

machine dimensions

W 220 L 190 H 125 cm

stickers dimensions

W 15-150 L 15-250 mm

product dimensions

Diameter 30 - 120 mm
Length 40 - 250 mm

Pneumatic supply

No Need

Manually labeling of round shape products has
always been a difficult and slow operation. Ammar
machinery has developed a solution to overcome
this annoying problem by providing LM-R160 circular
labeling machine. It can label up to 160 round shape
products like jars and bottles per minute!

w
l
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LM-sa30

Semi-Automatic
Circular Labeling machine
44

Specifications of lm-sa30.

what is it ?

speed

25 p/min

weight

75 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

0.9 kw

machine dimensions

W 100 L 50 H 100 cm

stickers dimensions

W 15-150 L 15-250 mm

product dimensions

Diameter 30 - 120 mm
Length 40 - 250 mm

Pneumatic supply

No Need

LM-SA30 was designed to make manual round
labeling faster and easier. With this machine you can
label bottles and jars semi automatically to have a nice
labeled shape product.

w
l
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LM-df80

Double Face labeling machine
46

what is it ?

Specifications of lm-df80.

Big bottle labeling is very easy with LM-DF80. It can
label liquid bottles, boxes and any product need to label
from two faces. This machine increases the speed of
labeling double face products because it labels both
faces at the same time.

speed

80 p/min

weight

160 kg

electricity feed

220v Single Phase
(50 - 60 hz)

consumption

1.7 kw

machine dimensions

W 220 L 120 H 135 cm

stickers dimensions

W 15-200 L 15-200 mm

product dimensions

Width 40-250 MM
Depth 20-120 MM
Height 100 - 250 MM

Pneumatic supply

No Need

w
l
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Our
Services

services

Chocolate Industry Consultation
We provide integrated solutions for the industry of chocolate, including
wrapping, labeling and making.

Chocolate Making
We provide customized solutions for
chocolate making industry.

Chocolate Molding
Choose between plenty of chocolate molds
options or order you own customized one.

Wrapping Packaging & Labeling
If you did not find the machine you are
searching for, give us a call and we will
find the best solution for you.
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services

other services we do
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CNC Manufacturing

Electronics works

The CNC machine, controlled by a computer,shall do
the drilling, decoration, cutting and designing the raw
material from three dimensions at the same time and
will absolutely save a lot of time, energy and effort.

Development is an essential part of our work which
is as important as manufacturing. That’s why we
developed an integrated plan to design several types
of electronic workshops that we modify and develop
their parts and contents on regular basis.

3D Printing prototyping

Mechanical projects Researches

Prototype is a preliminary version of a product,
device, or a machine that is usually manufactured
to scaffold by developers and manufacturers, and to
review by customers. Sometimes it’s on the market
to try before the official launching in the market.

Our company has benefited greatly from the efforts
of scientific research teams and helped us to find
innovative solutions to the problems facing us in the
field of manufacturing by analyzing the problem and
proposing possible solutions based on the scientific
methods.

Laser Cut workS

machine refurbishing

Automation is increasingly present and manual
interference has almost disappeared after the
emergence of CAD\CAM. The existence of such
controlling systems, including different numbers of
axis, has led to a very high level of accuracy and
excellence in the industry.

‘Repair and rebuilding’ is an urgent necessity,
whether to maintain our machines’ errors while
following our direct customers, or to serve other
customers who have purchased machines and tools
from other sources.

experience at avoiding malfunction

Refurbishing machines
avoiding malfunction.
Industrial machinery, including chocolate packaging machines, need regular maintenance and continual
follow-up to avoid malfunction and failure that may result in loss of profit and delays in the submission
time of the required quantities. The maintenance department is an essential need in this industry. ‘Repair
and rebuilding’ is an urgent necessity, whether to maintain our machines’ errors while following our direct
customers, or to serve other customers who have purchased machines and tools from other sources.

experience at repairing machines.
As a result of our long experience in the field of repair and rebuilding, we have gained great success
despite the challenges in the chocolate and sugar wrapping industry for several reasons. The first one
is the large number of machines produced by various international and local companies that we have
repaired, which showed us the weaknesses and disadvantages of each. Over two decades, we have
also found strengths, which enabled us to seize the opportunity and benefit from this experience while
manufacturing our own machines at our company. In our machines, we integrated the advantages and
strengths of all machines we repaired and avoided the weaknesses and malfunctions of these machines.
We’ve also replaced parts and pieces that are usually easily-damaged with more durable and effective
alternatives to make sure that our machines shall be long-lasting and efficient.
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Mechanism and benefits

cnc
manufacturing
CNC technology use started in the seventies of the last century. Its
a mechanism has developed and many new features and complicated
divergences have recently emerged. Most of the industries nowadays
include CNC, which has become an alternative for many manual
manufacturing procedures.

WHAT IS CNC ?
“CNC” stands for Computer Numeric Control, which is sometimes
called CN Programming, is a technique that is used to operate a
machine that is controlled by a computer. This ‘software’ is used for
cutting, drilling, and designing hard materials. Plastic, wood, metals,
and even rocks are materials that are usually shaped and designed
and decorated by CNC machines these days.

56

Get to know the Process.
After designing the desired shape using one of the Computer
Aided Design, an industrial drawing software, the computer
decodes the drawing into three numerical dimensions X,Y, and Z
or X, Y, Z, & U for more complex shapes and converts them to
the mechanical movement commands for the machine. The machine
immediately cuts precisely and manufacture detailed and accurate
work that can be adjusted and executed very quickly compared to
manual traditional crafting

How does it work ?
The CNC machine, controlled by a computer, shall do the drilling,
decoration, cutting and designing the raw material from three
dimensions at the same time and will absolutely save a lot of time,
energy, effort and effort.

We’ve got you Covered.
Ammar Company provides three axis CNC services of various
types for small and medium projects, whether you need one piece
or a large number of items and we can guarantee the quality and
accuracy of work and the delivery on time for sure.
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Stages & materials used

3D printing
prototyping
what is it ?
Prototype is a preliminary version of a product, device, or a
machine that is usually manufactured to scaffold by developers
and manufacturers, and to review by customers. Sometimes it’s
on the market to try before the official launching in the market.

Manufacturing Stages.
Prototyping industry goes through several stages before reaching
the final phase of manufacturing. Defining the basic requirements
including the needed input\output, manufacturing the preliminary
prototype, developers’ assessment and customers’ feedback,
testing the effectiveness and efficiency, editing and enhancing the
prototype to reach the desired state.
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how it works & what are the types

laser cutting
how DOES it works ?

what are the types ?

Laser cutting is a thermal complicated procedure
where a laser beam is directed to a specific area to
melt a solid material. To expel the melted material,
an intensive gas jet is used. CNC technique is used
to create a continuous cut, whether by moving the
laser beam or by moving the to-be-created material.

There is three types for the laser
cutting that we do:
1- Fusion cutting
2- Flame cutting
3- Remote cutting

get to know the types.
To eject the molten plastic or metal away from the cut in first type, the fusion laser cutting,
Nitrogen or any inert gas is usually used. Nitrogen gas is considered suitable since it doesn’t
produce heat or thermal reaction during friction with the molten material. Oxygen is usually used
in the second type as a medium during the flame cutting. Oxygen creates heat which speeds
up the process of melting and cutting. The very intensive laser beam can cut the thin sheets
without the assistance of the medium gas after the partial evaporation of the item in the type
which is called ‘remote cutting’.
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Development & steps

electronics
development & integration
Development is an essential part of our work which is as important as
manufacturing. That’s why we developed an integrated plan to design
several types of electronic workshops that we modify and develop
their parts and contents on regular basis.

testing & evaluating prototypes.
During our following the international market and the latest
innovations and applications and when trying an electronic piece,
for example, we usually create prototypes of anything that meets
the local market needs. These prototypes are subject to trying and
simulations. Samples are also submitted for testing and evaluation.
The prototypes are also available for the observations of users,
experts and designers who collect and document their findings in
order to achieve the best results and avoid the negative malfunction
and failure of the product before its final approval.
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Research in the Mechanical Field

mechanical projects research
What does it aim for ?
Scientific research in mechanical engineering aims to develop work in the industrial field to stay updated with the
latest scientific innovations. Since we, at Ammar, are specialists in development and research in addition to our work
in the field of industrial manufacturing, we have realized that continuous development is a must to stay among the
pioneers of this field. Therefore, a team of research and design specialists was established.

the process.
The research team follows up on important global industrial theories and applications, analyzes the design and manufacturing methodologies of the latest innovations within the market and examines the objectives of additions and
new updates of the machine. The research and design team manufactures a prototype of new innovation and its
experience and examines the possibility of utilizing it and applying and developing the new feature in other machines.

we’re happy to help.
The research team members also study, follow-up and implement some scientific projects for university students,
researchers and business owners who need concrete means and proper industrial equipment and tools to apply an
idea or experimental modification of a machine. Ammar company team are always ready to help, whether the project
is for academic research, industrial development or for the practical application of a new innovation.
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Our
Clients

Syria
Lebanon
Jordan
Palestine

Iraq
Egypt
Kuwait
Qatar

UAE
Saudi Arabia
Tunisia
Morocco

Turkey
Poland
Ukraine
Belgium

France
Greece
Spain
Canada

USA
New Zealand
Peru
Russia

South Africa
Bangladesh
India

Partners in success
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/ammarmachinery

Lebanon, Beqaa
taanayel - industrial city
+(961) 76 351 191
ammar@ammarmachinery.com
w w w. a mma rmachin ery.com
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